1995 ford mustang v6

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Check it out for yourself and visit our website at Qautocenter. See dealer for complete
details. Vehicle subject to sell. The Mustang is one of the cars on the Mt Rushmore of American
automobiles. The 4th generation of Mustangs replaced the fox body's with more bold lines and
curvaceous styling cues. The GT models featured higher performance and better handling
giving the drivers plenty of ammunition to carve up roads with the good ole Ford throaty V8.
The car has only miles on it. It is finished in Vibrant red with white leather bucket seats and a
white convertible top. It is powered by its 5. The Mustang also comes with a Marti Report.
Neither the dealership nor DealerCarSearch is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment.
Call today to schedule your test drive! Description: Used Ford Mustang. We are excited to offer
this Ford Mustang. It's not a misprint. And the odometer isn't broken. This is a very low mileage
Ford Mustang. A rare find these days. You can finally stop searching You've found the one
you've been looking for. We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more
information. This Mustang has been given quite a few upgrades to the 5. Upgrades include Trick
Flow top end kit Track Heat hp , AOD Built with AODE internal hard parts, multishaft removed
and replaced with a solid shaft, torque converter is a custom built C6 converter, MSD Pro Billet
distributor, gph fuel pump, EV6 24 lb injectors, aluminum radiator, electric cooling fans, Trick
Flo aluminum heads, 2 sets of keys, 17 inch chrome wheels, Kenwood CD player, power brakes
and power steering, headers. The Mustang also has a brand new convertible top and shows
very well. It is finished in Reef blue and the body is straight and clean. The white interior with
gray carpet shows well also. This tastefully upgraded example demands attention for any
collector or automotive enthusiast. Smoke the tires all day long in the 5 liter Fox Body. Welcome
to Victory Cars East! We offer a combined inventory of luxury pre-owned vehicles and all come
with a quality assurance inspection, we have vehicles for any want or purpose. Come into test
drive this today! Priced below market value Fair Purchase Price! Same day delivery. Financing
available for all types of credit with low monthly payment that will fit your budget. View our
entire inventory by visiting our virtual showroom at While we make every effort to ensure the
data listed here is correct, there may be instances where the pricing, options or vehicle features
may be listed incorrectly. Dealer cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. Visit
Unique Motor Sports online at Please refer to the dealer,s website for exact pricing or visit us in
person at: East Union Tpke, Huntington, NY Odometer is miles below market average! It is
equipped with a 5 Speed Manual transmission. The vehicle is Red with a Gray Cloth interior. It is
offered As-Is, not covered by a warranty. Don't Miss Out! Just Ask. We also make concessions
for all of our veterans. Give us a call toll free at or visit us on the web at Recent Arrival! Sold as
is and for parts only! Mustang trim. Alloy Wheels, CD Player, 3. That's what we want from the
time you walk into our showroom looking for the new or used Honda vehicle of your dreams to
the day you want to trade it in. See dealer for details. This Ford Mustang GT might just be the
convertible you've been looking for. It comes with a 8 Cylinder engine. This convertible is one of
the safest you could buy. It earned a crash test rating of 4 out of 5 stars. Ready, set, go! Check
out the rear spoiler on this one, and nab that Nascar look! Call today and schedule a test drive!
This vehicle ran when it came in, but now itneeds work need head gasket, back window
missing, and need battery. The vehicle identified is inoperable or otherwisecannot be tested for
emissions. After youfix it, then it can be tested. You can tell this Ford Mustang has been
pampered by the fact that it has less than ,mi and appears with a showroom shine. The Ford
Mustang will provide you with everything you have always wanted in a car -- Quality, Reliability,
and Character. There are many vehicles on the market but if you are looking for a vehicle that
will perform as good as it looks then this Ford Mustang is the one! This Ford Mustang 2dr 5,
miles! The vehicle is Red with a Red Cloth interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Convertible 1, Coupe 3, Hatchback 1.
Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2, Manual 1, Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Rear
Wheel Drive 4, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings
with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop. Close
Ultimate Machines Inc. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Only 2 more
years and she'll be "Vintage" and the value curve reverses. Low mileage ones are out there
Great value for the money right now. Sign Up. Before the Ford Mustang entered the scene in '64,
performance-car enthusiasts were limited to one of two types of vehicles: sports cars or big
muscle cars. But the '64 Mustang was a fresh, new hybrid of sports and muscle car that offered
relatively surefooted handling and straight-line speed. And what's more, it came with a
reasonable sticker price. The Mustang and the Mustang-inspired cars from other manufacturers
that followed became known as pony cars; over the years, the Mustang's leadership in the

group was rarely threatened. Today, however, when the class is reduced to three players â€”
the Mustang, Chevrolet Camaro, and Pontiac Firebird â€” Ford's innovator faces its most
serious challenge. All three contenders are well-built, offer the latest in safety features and are
backed by solid dealer networks. As a result, the principal weapon in this pony-car battle is
horsepower. Although the Mustang offers hp in its high-end GT model, the General Motors cars
up the ante considerably with a healthy hp apiece in their high-performance versions, the
Camaro Z28 and Firebird Trans Am. Later this year, Ford will offer a special limited-edition
Mustang Cobra that will close the power gap. However, buyers will have to pay a premium for
the Cobra and there won't be many of them thanks to the limited production. In addition to the
engine, the Mustang GT's 5-speed manual transmission is surpassed by the GM cars' 6-speed
gearboxes. For many motorists, the Mustang's overall attraction and sense of history could very
well outweigh the performance benefits conferred by Camaro or Firebird ownership. Much has
been made â€” by Ford, in particular â€” of the resemblance between the Mustang of 31 years
ago and the model with its side scoops, segmented taillights and trademark galloping-horse
emblem in the air inlet. For pony-car aficionados, these reminders probably do evoke fond
memories of the original, but the average driver might miss the subtle connection. More
obvious is the fact that the Mustang is a full foot shorter than the Camaro or Firebird. As a
result, it's easier to drive through traffic; the relatively short overhangs, front and rear, make
parking easier as well. The Mustang is offered in two body styles coupe and convertible and two
trim levels base and GT. The convertibles â€” which have power-operated tops â€” are
assembled on the same production lines as the hardtops, and are thus free from the structural
weaknesses of previous aftermarket-built Mustang convertibles. The convertible does a good
job of isolating occupants from noise and weather; the coupe, of course, does even better.
From the outside, the Mustang base model powered by a V6 engine and the more powerful V8
GT look pretty much alike. The most noticeable differences: The GT has a wing on the trunk lid
â€” which interferes slightly with the driver's view through the back window â€” and rides on
larger wheels standard 16 in. For aesthetic reasons, it's a shame Ford doesn't offer even larger
wheels. Something about the mustang's shape is such that even the in. Not everyone is
satisfied with the way the mustang's basic design has been detailed; a number of critics have
found fault with the treatment of the rear lamps and license plate housing, and the fussy lines
sculpted into the body sides. However, in wrapping new sheet metal around the previous
generation mustang's dimensions, Ford stylists faced a real challenge. The Mustang cabin
offers a fine blend of style and comfort. In the basic version, the seats are comfortable and
provide reasonable side support â€” and the highline GT seats are even better. There's plenty of
room for the driver and front-seat passenger, and those who are able to perform the contortions
necessary to get into the backseat will find enough space available for comfortable short-run
travel. All materials used in the interior are of good quality. Visual appeal centers on the car's
rounded, twin-pod dashboard and center console. The driver-side pod houses full
instrumentation â€” done in ford's plain, readable graphic style â€” and the console carries the
shift lever and the climate-control system and radio. Kudos to Ford for providing easy-to-use
rotary knobs for climate control and a large pull-knob for the headlights â€” and demerits for
installing unlit window and door-lock switches that left us fumbling around at night. The
Mustang convertible's top is easy to raise and lower, and is concealed by a flexible plastic boot
when stowed. Coupes offer slightly more trunk space because the convertible top eats up more
than 2 cu. Ford expects nearly two-thirds of its'95 Mustang customers to opt for the more
powerful GT version â€” and after the first few minutes of our GT test drive, we knew why.
Around town, the base model's standard 3. However, this smaller powerplant comes up a little
short on acceleration and exhibits some high-speed roughness. The V8 proved to be another
story altogether. The Mustang GT scoots along in traditional pony-car style, with plenty of juice
for both low- and high-speed acceleration. And the sound of the Mustang GT engine â€” the low
rumble of the good old American V8 â€” was music to our ears. To sweeten the pot, Ford makes
anti-lock brakes standard on the GT optional on the base model , complementing the already
competent 4-wheel disc brake system. Two transmissions are available for use with either
engine. A 5-speed manual is standard; it has a slightly stiff linkage, but shifts are positive. A
4-speed automatic is optional and, although it lacks the manual's sheer macho flavor, it's
equally well-suited to Mustang duty. The mustang's best feature may be its chassis. Don't let
the smooth, low-speed ride fool you: The Mustang can romp with the best of 'em. There is some
body roll during cornering, but this is well-controlled and doesn't upset the car's balance.
Steering precision and cornering traction are strong pluses, too. An expert driver will be able to
extract plenty of performance from a Mustang; less-skilled pilots can have a lot of good, safe
fun. It must be said that the Ford Mustang sends out mixed messages: It's expressly tailored to
offer style and speed, but we found it slightly lacking in performance compared with its rivals

from GM. That's not to say that the Mustang is unsatisfactory. But overall, the basic package
would be more tempting if Ford were to bolt in some additional horsepower â€” a move that is
in the works for the model year. We suggest that the base models be passed by; the essence of
the American pony car is V8 power, and that's what brings this car to life. The Mustang gives a
lot of satisfaction in GT form, is very well-built and is reasonably priced. By delivering maximum
fun for the buck, the Mustang has once again earned its traditional top spot in the pony-car
sales derby. You must be logged in to post a comment Login. Reviews Previews Advice
Awards. Related Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive. Very nice i do like a style or the lste 80s.
Average experience , neither satisfied or not satisfied. Life is Good! Daily Driver â€” good car
other then basic maintenance the only problem i had was one of the tranny oil lines connected
to the rad burst off one day and drained all the atf onto the road and the rotors needed replacing
nothing major. Pros: fun zippy car that is not bad on gas and the paint is still in such good
condition people think it is only a couple years old. Cons: very poor grip for winter driving. Its A
Very Good Car â€” good car just not meant for more than 4 people to sit in it because there is
very little room in the backseat but besides that it is very powerful and alot of fun to drive it will
leave a nice black mark for just being stock. Pros: powerful for a v6 i love the bucket style seats
in the front. The little vents on the hood and sides make it look like the great white shark of cars.
Excellent engine coupled with great suspension design and superior braking capabilities round
out a truly sick ride. Pros: Excellent speed capabilities, mod options galore, handles awesome
on corners and at high speeds. I love the front clip on this ride, it looks down right mean. Cons:
The tail lights suck. The power mirrors vibrate making it hard to see. Location of wind shield
washer reservoir not cool. Really hard to keep tread on the tires Nothing can be more fun then a
man and a real car. Ford was the only true car company when it came to sports cars. They did
not rely on v6 engines and front wheel drive to sell cars, that's for people who do not know how
to drive. They did not get ride of there top sports car in Last thing is it was built in America.
Cons: It was keyed on the drivers side when I bought. Wondeful â€” I am currently driving this
car and i have to say its my favourite so far.. Good interior systems. Powerful styling. Good
pickup even with the smaller engine. Turbo gives it pop. Read More. I love the car features it has
everything. The value of the car was great I looked around for a while till I found this one. It has
low miles and practically new. It has all one would need and more. It needs an automictic
transmission not the 6 speed. I like the horse power. This is the perfect muscle car. The exhaust
in track mode is insane. Sounds so American. It has the perfect amount of power: hp so its
enjoyable and not crazy. Past 4, rpm you get an enormous am Todays best value for
performance and great performance at under 35, Read More. Amazing car, nothing negative so
far. Handles great and lots of power Read More. Absolutely a wonderful car very well equipped
with plenty of power and speed Read More. Great car at this price point! Lot of fun to drive!
Reliable the v6 make a great nice. Have you driven a Ford Mustang? Rank This Car. User
Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Paul writes:. Is
this review helpful? Yes No. Trebor writes:. BetterLateThanNever says:. Never actually drove or
owned one. Lots of Mustangs around. Not many Probes. Is this helpful? Handling is loose
during fast pace cornering,dime a dozen,over rated and under powered for what it is. The plus
side is roomy interior,nice shifting and good resale value. Back Seats:. Pros: Its a Mustang!
Cons: nothing at all Josh writes:. Cons: the backseat. CTRL writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: Excellent speed capabilities, mod options galore, handles awesome on corners and
at high speeds. Nate writes:. Pros: I miss and don't at the same time. Coady writes:. Cons: it
sucks on gas. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 13 Ford Mustang reviews. Read all 24 Ford
Mustang reviews. Read all 15 Ford Mustang reviews. Read all 14 Ford Mustang reviews. Read all
11 Ford Mustang reviews. Cars compared to Ford Mustang. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford Mustang to Related Models. Select Year Pros:
powerful for a v6 i love the bucket style seats in the front Cons: the backseat 6 of 6 people
found this review helpful. Pros: I miss and don't at the same time Cons: It was keyed on the
drivers side when I bought 3 of 3 people found this review helpful. The Ford Mustang is a series
of American automobiles manufactured by Ford. In continuous production since , the Mustang
is currently the longest-produced Ford car nameplate. Currently in its sixth generation , it is the
fifth-best selling Ford car nameplate. The namesake of the " pony car " automobile segment, the
Mustang was developed as a highly styled line of sporty coupes and convertibles derived from
existing model lines, initially distinguished by "long hood, short deck" proportions. Originally
predicted to sell , vehicles yearly, the Mustang became the most successful vehicle launch
since the Model A. The Mercury Cougar was launched in as a higher-trim version of the
Mustang; during the s, it was repackaged as a personal luxury car. For to , the Mustang shared
chassis commonality with other Ford model lines, staying rear-wheel drive throughout its
production. From to , the Mustang was derived from the Ford Falcon compact. From to , the

Mustang shared its Fox platform chassis with 14 other Ford vehicles becoming the final one to
use the Fox architecture. Since , Ford has produced two generations of the Mustang, each using
a distinct platform unique to the model line. His lap times were only slightly off the pace of the
F1 race cars. An alternative view was that Robert J. Eggert, Ford Division market research
manager, first suggested the Mustang name. Eggert, a breeder of quarterhorses , received a
birthday present from his wife of the book, The Mustangs by J. Frank Dobie in Later, the book's
title gave him the idea of adding the "Mustang" name for Ford's new concept car. The designer
preferred Cougar early styling bucks can be seen wearing a Cougar grille emblem or Torino an
advertising campaign using the Torino name was actually prepared , while Henry Ford II wanted
T-bird II. Kreidler , a manufacturer of mopeds, also used the name, so Mustang was sold in
Germany as the "T-5" until December Lee Iacocca 's assistant general manager and chief
engineer, Donald N. Frey was the head engineer for the T-5 project â€”supervising the overall
development of the car in a record 18 months [16] â€”while Iacocca himself championed the
project as Ford Division general manager. This vehicle employed the German Ford Taunus V4
engine. The original Ford Mustang I two-seater concept car had evolved into the Mustang II
four-seater concept car which Ford used to pretest how the public would take interest in the
first production Mustang. The Mustang II concept car was designed with a variation of the
production model's front and rear ends with a roof that was 2. The Ford Mustang began
production five months before the normal start of the production year. A turquoise coupe was
again used in the next film Thunderball at its Tokyo premiere 9 December with Bond Girl Fiona
Volpe as she drives James to meet the villain Emilio Largo at his compound at a very high rate
of speed across The Bahamas. Favorable publicity articles appeared in 2, newspapers the next
morning, the day the car was "officially" revealed. This use of common components also
shortened the learning curve for assembly and repair workers, while at the same time allowing
dealers to pick up the Mustang without also having to invest in additional spare parts inventory
to support the new car line. Original sales forecasts projected less than , units for the first year.
The rush into production included some unusual quirks, such as the horn ring bearing the 'Ford
Falcon' logo covered by a trim ring with a 'Ford Mustang' logo. Ford's designers began drawing
up larger versions even as the original was achieving sales success, and while "Iacocca later
complained about the Mustang's growth, he did oversee the redesign. Front and rear end
styling was more pronounced, and the "twin cove" instrument panel offered a thicker crash pad,
and larger gauges. Hardtop, fastback, and convertible body styles continued as before. Around
this time, the Mustang was paired with a Mercury variant, called the Cougar , which used its own
styling cues, such as a "prowling cat" logo and hidden quad headlamps. New safety regulations
by the U. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA for included an
energy-absorbing steering column and wheel, 4-way emergency flashers, a dual-circuit
hydraulic braking system, and softer interior knobs. The models received revised side scoops,
steering wheel, and gasoline caps. Side marker lights were also added that year, and cars built
after January 1, , included shoulder belts for both front seats on coupes. The restyle "added
more heft to the body as width and length again increased. Weight went up markedly too. The
models featured "quad headlamps" which disappeared to make way for a wider grille and a
return to standard headlamps in the models. This switch back to standard headlamps was an
attempt to tame the aggressive styling of the model, which some felt was too extreme and hurt
sales, but production exceeded the total. Starting in , to aid sales and continue the winning
formula of the Mustang, a variety of new performance and decorative options became available,
including functional and non-functional air scoops, cable and pin hood tie-downs, and both
wing and chin spoilers. Additionally, a variety of performance packages were introduced that
included the Mach 1 , the Boss , and Boss The two Boss models were to homologate the
engines for racing. The Mustang was the last year for the GT option although it did return on the
third-generation Mustang for the Model Year. A fourth model available only as a hardtop, the
Grande, saw success starting in with its soft ride, "luxurious" trim, 55 pounds Developed under
the watch of S. A displeased Iacocca summed up later: "The Mustang market never left us, we
left it. Lee Iacocca , who had been one of the forces behind the original Mustang, became
President of Ford Motor Company in and ordered a smaller, more fuel-efficient Mustang for
Initially, it was to be based on the Ford Maverick , but ultimately was based on the Ford Pinto
subcompact. First-year sales were , cars, compared with the original Mustang's twelve-month
sales record of , Iacocca wanted the new car, which returned the Mustang to its model year
predecessor in size, shape, and overall styling, [42] to be finished to a high standard, saying it
should be "a little jewel. Performance was reduced, and despite the car's new handling and
engineering features the galloping mustang emblem "became a less muscular steed that
seemed to be cantering. Engines for the models included the venerable 2. This continued
through production end in Other transmissions were the RAD 4-speed with unique gearing for

all three engines, and the C-3 automatic behind the 2. The "5. The coupe was marketed as the
"Hardtop" but actually had a thin "B" pillar and rear quarter windows that did not roll down. All
Mustangs in this generation did feature frameless door glass, however. The "Ghia" featured a
thickly padded vinyl roof and smaller rear quarter windows, giving a more formal look. Changes
introduced for included availability of an "MPG" model which had a different rear axle ratio for
better fuel economy. The Mach 1 remained through the life cycle â€” Other changes in
appearance and performance came with a "Cobra II" version in â€” and a "King Cobra" in of
which 4, approx were built. The Mustang was based on the larger Fox platform initially
developed for the Ford Fairmont and Mercury Zephyr. The larger body with an increased
wheelbase yielded more interior space for four passengers, especially in the back seat, as well
as a larger capacity trunk and a bigger engine bay. Engines and drivetrain carried over from the
Mustang II including the 2. A troublesome 2. The 2. That engine was ultimately replaced with a
new 3. From to , the Capri was domestically produced as a Mercury-badged version of the
Mustang, using a few of its own styling cues. The third-generation Mustang had two different
front-end styles. From to , the front end was angled back using four rectangular headlights,
known by enthusiasts as "Four Eyes". The front end was restyled for to model years to reflect
the contemporary, rounded-off "aero" style of the Ford Taurus using flush-composite
headlamps and a smooth grille-less nose. The Mustang was selected as the Official Indianapolis
Pace Car with replicas sold to the public. Its special body-appearance parts were adapted by the
Cobra package for â€” The front fascias of all Mustangs were restyled, featuring a new grille,
sporting the "Blue Oval" Ford emblem for the first time. The Mustang celebrated its 20th
Anniversary with a special GT model in white with red interior and red lower-bodyside rocker
stripes. In response to poor sales and escalating fuel prices during the early s, a new Mustang
was in development. Enthusiasts wrote to Ford objecting to the proposed change to a
front-wheel drive, Japanese-designed Mustang without a V8 option. The result was the
continuation of the existing Mustang while the Mazda MX-6 variant had a last-minute name
change from Mustang to Probe and released as a model. The Mustang received a major
restyling for , including the interior, which carried it through the end of the model year. In
November , the Mustang debuted its first major redesign in fifteen years. Code-named "SN" by
the automaker, it was based on an updated version of the rear-wheel drive Fox platform called
"Fox The base model came with a 3. The 4. For , the Mustang was reskinned with Ford's New
Edge styling theme with sharper contours, larger wheel arches, and creases in its bodywork,
but its basic proportions, interior design, and chassis remained the same as the previous
model. The Mustang's powertrains were carried over for , but benefited from new
improvements. The standard 3. In , the 3. This generation was sold in Australia between and , to
compete against the Holden Monaro which eventually became the basis for the reborn Pontiac
GTO. Due to the fact that the Mustang was never designed for right-hand-drive, Ford Australia
contracted Tickford Vehicle Engineering to convert Mustangs and modify them to meet
Australian Design Rules per year. Developed under the direction of Chief Engineer Hau
Thai-Tang, a veteran engineer for Ford's IndyCar program under Mario Andretti, and exterior
styling designer Sid Ramnarace , [58] the fifth-generation Mustang's styling echoes the fastback
Mustang models of the lates. Ford's senior vice president of design, J Mays , called it "
retro-futurism. Base models had a Tremec T5 5-speed manual transmission with Ford's 5R55S
5-speed automatic being optional. Engines were revised for , and transmission options included
the Getrag-Ford MT82 6-speed manual or the 6R80 6-speed automatic based on the ZF 6HP26
transmission licensed for production by Ford. Electric power steering replaced the conventional
hydraulic version. A new 3. The 3. Brembo brakes are optional along with inch wheels and
performance tires. The Shelby GT's 5. For , a new Mustang Boss version was introduced. A
"Laguna Seca" edition was also available, which offered additional body bracing, the
replacement of the rear seat with a steel 'X-brace' for stiffening, and other powertrain and
handling enhancements. In the second quarter of , Ford launched an update to the Mustang line
as an early model. The Shelby GT has a new 5. Shelby and Boss engines came with a six-speed
manual transmission. The GT and V6 models revised styling incorporated the grille and air
intakes from the â€” GT The decklid received a black cosmetic panel on all trim levels. The GT's
5. Changes include widened body by 1. The passenger volume is increased to A new
independent rear suspension IRS system was developed specifically for the new model. In May ,
Ford issued a recall involving 19, of the Ford Mustang with the 2. As of June , 1 million
Mustangs between and and GTs between and were affected by a recall of airbags made by
Takata Corporation. This was after Takata announced that it was recalling EuroNCAP also
pointed to insufficient pressure of the Airbag resulting in the driver's head hitting the steering
wheel. In the full-width test, the rear passenger slipped under the seatbelt. The model year
Mustang was released in the third quarter of in North America and by globally. It featured a

minor redesign to the exterior. The Mustang engine line up was revised. The automatic
transmission in both engines is now a ten-speed Ford 10R For the model year, Ford revised
many components on the Shelby GT including stickier Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tires along
with steering and suspension components. The Mustang made its first public appearance on a
racetrack as pace car for the Indianapolis The same year, Mustangs won first and second in
class at the Tour de France international rally. The car driven by Bill Lawton won the class. In
John Force broke his own NHRA drag racing record by winning his 12th national championship
in his Ford Mustang Funny Car , Force beat that record again in , becoming the first-ever time
champion, driving a Mustang. Early Mustangs also proved successful in road racing. GT s won
the B-Production title again in and They also won the manufacturers' championship in the
inaugural SCCA Trans-Am series , and repeated the win the following year. Jones won the
"unofficial" drivers' title. Three class wins went to Lynn St. James, the first woman to win in the
series. Scott Pruett won the drivers' championship. In , the Mustang won Ford its first Trans-Am
manufacturers' title since , with Dorsey Schroeder winning the drivers' championship. In ,
Tommy Kendall 's Roush-prepared Mustang won a record 11 consecutive races in Trans-Am to
secure his third straight driver's championship. In , Scott Maxwell and David Empringham took
the driver's title. In , the next generation Mustang race car was known as the Boss R. Dick
Trickle won 67 short-track oval feature races in , a US national record for wins in a single
season. This opened a new chapter in both the Mustang's history and Ford's history. The
NASCAR vehicles are not based on production models, but are a silhouette racing car with
decals that give them a superficial resemblance to road cars. The Mustang won the Tiffany Gold
Medal for excellence in American design, the first automobile ever to do so. The Mustang was
on the Car and Driver Ten Best list in , , , , , , and It won the Motor Trend Car of the Year award in
and In May , the Mustang Owner's Museum was announced, with an official opening in Concord,
North Carolina on April 17, ; the fifty-fifth anniversary. The Ford Mustang has been featured in
numerous media. Effective product placement allowed the car to reach "celebrity status in the s.
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Personal luxury. Picture this: We're at the True Street race in Bowling Green, Kentucky, doing
our usual thing on the starting line as the contenders make their way down the dragstrip. For
us, it's another day in paradise as we stand next to the hottest street-legal Mustangs in America
as they earn their True Street mettle. Running 30 miles on the track and then hammering the gas
for three back-to-back runs is no easy task. Most are and second Mustangs, but the second
ones really get our attention-and that of the fans, too. As we continue to watch the True
Streeters make their way through the lanes, there's an eerie sound amid the ruckus spewing
from the barely muffled V-8s. What we hear is the faint idle of a Mustang that just doesn't sound
quite right. When we glanced at this white '95 Mustang, it appeared to be a Cobra. But once it
put some heat into the tires, we were quickly wakened by the unmistakable wail of a V-6 as it
grabbed the attention of everyone like a free T-bone at an Atkins convention. As the revs
climbed, the unmistakable sound of a honkin'-huge turbo started sucking in atmosphere from
the immediate area, taking our breath away in the process. We looked at each other and said,
"Now we're talking! What was the e. How about a staggering 9. We've seen V-6 cars run 12s and
even solid 11s, but a 9-second V6 car? We needed a closer look. After grabbing double
cheeseburgers, large fries, and Diet Cokes, we pointed our jalopy of a golf cart toward the True
Street pits and-lo and behold-there was a crowd surrounding what must be the quickest and
fastest V-6 Mustang known to man. We finally made our way through the throng of people, and
when owner Matthew Neuharth saw our fancy polo shirts with the magazine's logo on them, he
opened up his cooler of beer and offered us some insight as to what makes his car tick. After
downing a couple of tasty beverages and the last fistful of fries, we grabbed our cameras and
started shooting away. Forward motivation for this coupe comes from a ci V-6 that incredibly
uses a factory Ford 3. With a slight 0. A wise upgrade to Crower rods and Wiseco pistons was
made once the guys at Sexton Racing in White House, Tennessee, balanced and blueprinted the
rotating assembly and then buttoned up the short-block with a main girdle and matching stud
kit. The Scorpion 1. Matthew's coworkers at Delk Performance in Lebanon, Tennessee, ported
the stock lower intake manifold and built a custom sheetmetal upper plenum to mount the
Accufab 75mm throttle body. Mega-mondo pound injectors get stuck with electrons by the
original EEC computer with nothing more than a DiabloSport tune and a Pro-M blow-through
meter. Centering around a Turbonetics T72, the custom turbo kit features ceramic-coated mild
steel pipes that funnel all the exhaust energy into an 0. A 3-inch downpipe runs along the
passenger side and into a Hooker Max-Flow muffler of equal size. A custom liquid-to-air
intercooler, which uses two cores, is located within close proximity to the throttle body for
enhanced turbo response and neat underhood appearance. When all these hard parts are called
to task, this sucker cranks out rwhp and rwtq on race fuel and 30 pounds of boost. On pump
gas and just 20 pounds of boost, the engine still makes hp and lb-ft at the wheels. To build up
boost on the line and to get to the ground as efficiently as possible, Matthew uses a C4 with a
4,rpm converter. This helps with driveability and has made his Mustang infinitely more reliable
at his power level. We're also happy to report that Matthew still gets good mileage on the
highway, considering the car's performance abilities. UPR double-adjustable upper control
arms and solid lowers keep this Pony running straight and true no matter in what direction the
steering wheel is pointed. Matthew says he loves Mustangs, and more importantly, V-6

Mustangs. When we asked what he liked most about his ride, he said, "The sleeper effect. No
one expects a V-6 to run nines. It's also quiet, so nobody expects to get rolled by a
stock-looking car. The only thing that shows the car is fast is the sumped tank and the cage.
One cool part is that I built the cage to still allow my kids to ride in the back in their car seats. I
go to all the local cruise-ins with the kids in the car. Speaking of the kids, he credits them and
his fianc, Christie, for making his dream of building one of the most incredible Mustangs a
reality, despite the two missing cylinders. His pal Brian Brooks and all the folks at Delk worked
from late nights to early mornings, but the end result is certainly worth all the hard work. How
else would you explain seeing us frumpy magazine editors so excited over a V-6 Mustang?
Normally, we only get wound up by Krispy Kremes. Refreshing a Mustang rear axle with parts
from Latemodel Restoration. How to install a camshaft into an old school conventional pushrod
5. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit Mustang Girl Monday: Corina
Williamson. Featured Vehicles. Vinnie The Hitman. The foundation for this science project is a
bored and stroked V-6 that now displaces ci. Ported stock heads and a lower intake sit under a
custom sheetmetal plenum that gets its 75mm face fed with 30 pounds of boost from a
Turbonetics T72 and a custom liquid-to-air intercooler that sits neatly on the driver side.
Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign Up Now. Most Popular. View More
Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles. An Old School 5. Mustang Transmission
problems. I have a Ford Mustang 3. It's been acting up lately, like when I'm driving at higher
speeds above 30mph it seems to disengage itself out of gear, then I let my foot off the gas pedal
for a little while and it re-engages back into gear. When the transmission is doing this, the
RPM's fluctuate from about rpm to about rpm. It's almost as if it were a bicycle, the chain was
falling off and back into its gear again. The check engine light is ON. Gas fumes come in
through the vents when the heater is on, only when the car is stopped. The car also failed
inspection in NJ for the idle, the reading for HC ppm was and I don't know why. I just replaced
the throttle position sensor and mass air flow sensor. No difference. I'd like some help, any tips
on what it could be, like a speed sensor, timing chain, o2 sensor? By the way the car has about ,
miles on it, but the motor was just taken apart about a year ago and got all new gaskets, head
gaskets, plugs, etc. Thank You in advance! Do you. The trans has an internal issue. It will have
to be removed and examined for the failed area. As far as the high HC, it could be plugs, wires,
coil, injector or many other items. It is hard to diag it here without seeing it. You need some help
here from a trans shop for the trans and a good repair shop for the emission issue. Was this
answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Transmission Disengage Content. I Put
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Why do wild horses rampage across
Southwestern plains? Mustangs run because that's just what they do. They don't think about it,
they just feel the wind grab their ears or see a movement, and bolt. Stampedes are their natural
state of excitement. For over 30 years, the normal state of excitement for the Ford Mustang has
been to run. From the moment a driver grabs the wheel, his first urge is to drive fast. It's what
V-8 Mustangs are built to do. Making Ford Mustangs go faster has become an industry and art
in and of itself. In the '80s, a great cult of 5. Today, warehouses across the country are stocked
with enough Mustang go-fast, stop-quick, and turn-brisk components to overwhelm Asia Minor,
and companies in the market aggressively hunt customers in cutthroat rivalry. Keeping the cult
and its surrounding aftermarket support network happy was among Ford's considerations when
redesigning the Mustang for ' As such, most of the morsels developed for the ' Mustangs are
easily digested by the current version. The current car looks different in every way, but
underneath it's cozily familiar, and the engine still announces "5. Techniques and tweaks
cultivated over 15 years have, generally, ported over directly. Motor Trend invited a select
contingent of prominent Mustang speed-parts builders and tuners to test their wares on the
newest pony. In addition to our standard array of acceleration, braking, and handling trials, we
took the six cars to Southern California's Willow Springs Raceway for timed laps of the tight 1.
To establish the Mustang baseline, we also tested a factory-stock '95 GT five-speed coupe and
have included its performance on the comparison charts. All we asked of our participants is that
their Mustangs be at least state emissions legal, run on unleaded pump fuel, and be created
using parts accessible to most Motor Trend readers. We wound up with a field ranging from
Oliver North conservative to Oliver Stone over-the-top; from slightly revised, to maniacally
overpowered. Some versions are available as turnkey cars, others require assembly. With a
small investment, your Mustang can be more limber and gymnastic. Expend a bigger lump of
currency, and you can virtually revoke at least two of the laws of thermodynamics. The
following pages reveal six of the hottest players in the 5. Its drivers have raced Mustangs, and
its limited catalog includes a few Mustang go-faster products, but the company lives or dies by
its Baer Claw braking systems available for dozens of popular makes of cars. The brakes on this
Mustang are epic; Baer's top-of-the-line Pro-Race front discs are Out back, the discs measure

Completing the system, Baer converts the master cylinder, runs braided stainless-steel lines,
and retains the factory anti-lock system. And although the mph braking distance was
impressively short feet , it's in unrelenting racetrack-type abuse where all that disc area sheds
heat furiously to produce consistent repeat braking. The modified Mustang ate up the slalom,
where its In the engine bay, Baer added Edelbrock aluminum heads, Vortech's intake and
high-boost A-trim blower, an oversize aluminum radiator, and a Borla exhaust system. This is a
more typical street system than a couple of the other Mustangs' scorched-Earth configurations,
but the estimated flywheel horsepower translated into a gratifying horsepower at the rear
wheels. Zero mph passes in a swift 5. Although it's a strong overall performer, more suspension
tuning would help the Baer car fully exploit its healthy tire advantage. BBK Performance
Mustang GTBarely into their mids, brothers Brian and Ken Murphy have already established one
of the largest Mustang mail-order businesses around and have forged working alliances with
established firms like Edelbrock and Eaton. They came to our event armed with a quite
sophisticated normally aspirated car that impressed us with its budget-minded modifications.
Everything from the Crane 1. On the test track, its 5. The bulk of the power improvement lies at
the high end of the rpm range, where the oversize BBK millimeter throttle body, Edelbrock
intake, high-ratio rocker arms, and BBK headers' deep-breathing abilities come into play. The
engine also climbs to those higher speeds more rapidly as well, spinning with the grace of a
motor with a lighter, more exotic reciprocating assembly. While this 5. Significant suspension
modifications include Eibach springs to lower the car slightly, polyurethane bushings, subframe
connectors, and BBK's rear Panhard rod. Predictably, their combined effect amplifies the
Mustang's talents rather than reinvents its abilities. The car was stable around the track before
the stock brakes glazed , and turned in more sharply than stock during the slalom test although
recording a slightly slower average speed As a pleasant byproduct, much of the factory
Mustang's built-in understeer vanished. Kenne-Bell StalkerTwo things separate the Kenne-Bell
Stalker Mustang from the rest of these ponies: aggressive looks and raging loads of low-end
torque. First, the torque: Kenne-Bell has the exclusive U. In a Whipple supercharger, air is
compressed in the blower case, not inside the intake manifold. That means there's boost from
just off idle, which in turn means that the car leaps off the line like Lawrence Taylor with a radar
lock on Joe Theismann. It's more than impressive: At the dragstrip, just for fun, we launched
this car in second gear and cremated its rear Dunlops on the tarmac for at least yards. But as
powerful as this engine is, the car's lack of low-end traction moderates its acceleration. On drag
slicks, this beast just might outrun the electrons orbiting its atoms. On street tires, mph comes
in a scant 5. Staying ahead of the curve, Kenne-Bell already has developed the Whipplecharger
for the upcoming overhead-cam-engined '96 Mustang. Complementing the Stalker's
performance is a more aggressive body restyling courtesy of a dual-scoop hood, a large rear
spoiler, new rocker panels, and fresh ground effects. And although it packs upwards of
horsepower, Kenne-Bell was confident enough in the car's reliability to have the Stalker driven
out to California from New Jersey for our test, and back. In fact, he'll tweak just about anything
with four wheels. Just look at the P he trotted out from his Mustang Power House MPH ; it was
the only convertible in the field and the only car with an automatic transmission. Most of the
Mustangs Ford sells handle shifting all by themselves, and Miller wanted to show how
effectively Ford's AOD-E four-speed automatic can be tuned to work with his P MPH opted for
the 9-psi blower system to produce an estimated horsepower. On the chassis dyno, rear-wheel
power peaked at horses, but exhibited a baffling power curve dip in the middle of the engine's
operating range. This was especially frustrating, considering that the engine was producing an
incredible pound-feet of torque at only rpm. Miller later reported that the engine was mistimed
due to faulty tuning equipment. Allowing for the convertible body's extra weight and
not-quite-in-spec engine tuning, the P's time of 5. The transmission modifications paid
dividends on the road course, where middle gears held in corners and exhibited crisp upshifts.
But the downshifts were still too slow and hampered lap times. Using Xenon body panels and
MPH's own light-bar, the screaming yellow convertible has an aggressive road presence with
performance to match. Steeda and owner Dario Orlando have campaigned road-racing
Mustangs for over a decade and have translated that experience into a series of street-legal cars
available through authorized Ford dealers. Steeda claims horsepower from the assembly the
chassis dyno revealed horsepower at the rear wheels and the Steeda reinforces the suspension
with its own sport springs, strut tower brace, urethane bushings, stout rear upper control arms,
and supplementary rear anti-roll bar, and finishes it with Tokico shocks. A set of Cobra R
Everything combines to produce a confident-handling, precise, and robust car. It finished third
in the slalom to the race-tire wearing Baer and thickly shod Kenne-Bell car. Steeda's experience
in building Mustangs shows in the car's fine detailing. From the curve of the slightly oversize
rear spoiler, to the Steeda logo filling the blue oval once occupied by Ford script, this car

bespeaks refinement. That's rare in the world of tuner cars. Vortech Mustang GTSometime
between when you nudge the Vortech Mustang's accelerator pedal and the beast roars forward,
you develop tunnel vision. You have to, because this car is so gloriously overpowered that if
you concentrate on anything except exactly where it's aimed, you're aiming for disaster. This
car has a certified horsepower twisting its rear tires and is not only quicker than any other
Mustang in this group, it ranks with the quickest production cars MT has ever tested. By the
time a stock Mustang reaches mph, this car could have made it there twice and still have almost
two seconds left. Vortech's business is superchargers, and it went nuts with this car. Beneath
Vortech's own V-2 supercharger, Shootout manifold, Maxflow mass airflow meter, and
high-capacity fuel rails, sits a set of carefully ported TFS aluminum cylinder heads atop the 5.
This is more than a simple bolt-together engine, and one that certainly strains the limits of
legality and streetability. Because traction is so limited on this Mustang, that it makes most of
its power high in its powerband works to its advantage. The moderate power production down
low allows the car to launch effectively before the boost hits and takes it into geosynchronous
orbit. You can't put your right foot to the firewall, however, until the top of second gear, or
overwhelming wheelspin will result. Beyond the engine, Vortech optimized its Mustang with
Yokohama A tires, Baer Racing brakes, and a rear suspension fortified with Hotchkis upper and
lower control arms. On The Dyno:Where The Rubber Meets The RollersIn the freewheeling
circus of the aftermarket, horsepower claims often have as much to do with marketing as
certifiable testing. Each of the cars was tested in the same facility in the same conditions, and
all numbers were corrected to SAE net figures, accounting for weather conditions. A detailed
explanation of how the Dynojet mechanism works is included in this month's Performance
Trends. The standard method of obtaining the crankshaft horsepower ratings used by
manufacturers is to test engines running on stands. Crankshaft power is quite a different thing
than drive-wheel horsepower, which can be significantly reduced usually by about 20 percent
by driveline friction. Whereas everyone loves to quote peak horsepower and torque numbers,
the true measure of an engine's output is how much power it produces across its operating
range. For instance, the Kenne-Bell Stalker's immense low-rpm torque produces a confident
punch of speed off the line and is easy to modulate. To get the most out of a car that makes its
greatest power at higher rpms, such as the viciously quick Vortech, takes driver talent and
restraint. Perhaps the most surprising number generated by any of the seven cars was the 92
horsepower the stock Mustang GT exhibited at only rpm. While the stock car rapidly lost any
power advantage it had as revs swelled, Ford obviously tuned the engine to produce a
satisfying surge of power at extremely low engine speeds. The idea of that much accelerative
thrust married to so much instant anchorage had a romance all its own. Today, 30 years later,
that Cobra's trip to the century point and back, whether fact or fiction, still sets the standard for
automotive studliness. Five of our six tuner Mustangs had braking components beyond those
Ford currently sends out on stock Mustang GTs. With big power gains underhood, the
temptation to test how each stacked up against Shelby's stop-and-go standard was too much to
resist. Because it gets to mph almost three seconds quicker than any of the other Mustangs
here, the Vortech entry was the shoe-in t
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o lead the field unless one of the other cars hit a brick wall just as it nailed triple-digit velocity.
Credit must also go to Baer Racing brakes on that machine, as we made dozens of stops from
warp speed without noticing any deterioration in braking performance. Conversely, the big tires
on the Kenne-Bell Stalker may have shortened the car's braking distance more than they
affected any other aspect of performance. The K-B's retina-separating 4. Just behind it was the
Baer Racing entry, which used its vast discs in concert with its big exotic tires. Currently, the
production-car champ at this particular trick is the '96 Porsche Turbo, which hurls to in only The
Vortech car may take nearly two seconds longer than that, but its time is 12 seconds quicker
than the stock Mustang GT's. SourcesBaer Racing W. Thomas Rd. Vortech Engineering Bonsai
AveDept. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Wesley Allison photographers John
Pearley Huffman writers. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

